
Young Street, London W8

A spectacular and unique newly refurbished interior designed duplex Penthouse apartment, set over 3,664 Sq

ft, offering three spacious double bedrooms, two en-suite bathrooms, family bathroom, guest WC all within

this boutique modern building in the heart of fashionable Kensington.

Via a private lobby, you enter an apartment which has been created for a luxurious bright and opulent living

experience. The reception and dining room comes complete with expansive windows and an open plan, fully

integrated kitchen/breakfast room, offering spectacular entertaining and living spaces.

A stunning customized glass staircase offers uninterrupted double height views across London, which in turn

leads you up into a unique entertainment and relaxation space offering several lavish areas as well as

comfortable dining for 10 people. The open plan feel combines perfectly with two stunning outdoor seating

areas that extends seamlessly through from the multiple Bi Folding doors.

The apartment further benefits, ample storage space, underfloor heating, lift service, built in audio visual

system, air conditioning. Ideally located, the property is moments away from South Kensington (Piccadilly,

District and Circle lines) underground stations.

• Three bedrooms

• Three bathrooms

• Roof terrace

• 24 hour porter

• Furnished/unfurnished

• Minimum term of three months

Please contact us on 020 7046 6276 if you wish to arrange a viewing

appointment for this property or require further information.
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£6,950
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These particulars, whilst believed to be accurate are set out as a general outline only for guidance and do not constitute any part of an offer or contract. Intending purchasers should not rely on

them as statements of representation of fact, but must satisfy themselves by inspection or otherwise as to their accuracy. No person in this firms employment has the authority to make or give any

representation or warranty in respect of the property.
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